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Abstract 

Many journalists and industry observers lament that aggregating news underneath sensational 

headlines will erode credibility and turn off readers. While some scholarly work has studied 

journalists’ perspectives of this practice, little has been done to understand what audiences think 

of aggregation and clickbait. This study uses published original and aggregated news articles as 

stimuli in two online experiments to test readers’ perceptions of news aggregation and clickbait. 

Aggregation itself has little effect on perceptions of credibility and quality; instead, writing 

proficiency is more closely linked to these perceptions. Results also suggest clickbait headlines 

may lower perceptions of credibility and quality. 
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Aggregation, clickbait and their effect on perceptions of journalistic credibility and quality 

 
Journalists have wrung their hands over many developments in their industry over the 

past decades, including economic instability, fragmentation of the audience, and incursions by 

new entrants in the field, to name a few. But one strain of these worries has wondered whether 

journalists themselves are making things worse: Are certain journalistic practices cheapening the 

product and driving audiences away? Two increasingly common practices have headlined this 

branch of the discussion, both designed to drive web traffic and attention: news aggregation, 

especially by reformulating and republishing news based on others’ work, and the use of 

clickbait headlines. 

News aggregation is defined by Coddington (2018) as the practice of taking information 

from published sources, reshaping it, and republishing it within a single place. The type of 

largely manual aggregation work done by journalists has become one of the dominant forms of 

digital newswork (Anderson, 2013a). This type of aggregation, which typically involves linking 

to and rewriting or commenting on work that has already appeared elsewhere, has commonly 

been associated with political blogs and social media-oriented sites like BuzzFeed (Carlson, 

2007; Tandoc & Foo, 2018). But many of journalism’s most traditionally respected news 

organizations have also added or expanded aggregation teams, with units such as The New York 

Times’ Express Team (Sullivan, 2016) and The Washington Post’s breaking-news desk (Rieder, 

2014) building on the work of others to produce news, or even aggregating their organization’s 

own stories (Benton, 2018). (The form of automated search-based aggregation led by Google 

News has also figured prominently in journalists’ and academics’ understanding of the concept 

[Chyi, Lewis, & Zheng, 2016], though this study focuses specifically on the manually driven 

form of aggregating news within articles, rather than across them.) Journalists themselves have 
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often characterized aggregated news as one of the lowest rungs on their professional ladder, if it 

has qualified as journalism at all (Author, forthcoming). As aggregation has become a more 

established part of newswork, journalists’ concerns over the quality and legitimacy of 

aggregation have persisted. 

The growth of this form of aggregation has been fueled, at least in substantial part, by the 

goal of driving traffic by having the hottest stories, even if they were originally reported 

elsewhere. Even as criticism of aggregation crested in the late 2000s and early 2010s, the 

commercial pressures to pile up pageviews in order to feed a digital advertising-based business 

model pushed more news organizations to rely on aggregation themselves (Author, 

forthcoming). The same traffic-based economic model has also fed the rise of dubious methods 

of attracting attention to hastily produced online material. Most notably, ‘clickbait’ has emerged 

as a widely used term to deride and dismiss content that exists more as a way to lure audiences to 

click on it — inevitably letting those audiences down — than for any informative purpose 

(Hamblin, 2014; Klinger & McBride, 2016). Aggregation and clickbait are not inextricably 

connected; one is a form of information gathering and the other a means of drawing attention to 

information online. But they have both often functioned together as a strategy for drawing the 

type of large-scale traffic that an advertising-based economic model tends to require. 

Aggregation allows news organizations to cheaply and quickly produce content on popular 

topics, and packaging that aggregation as clickbait is aimed at maximizing the traffic such hastily 

produced, ephemeral content can draw (Author, forthcoming). Indeed, some journalists and 

media critics have closely associated this term with aggregated content (e.g., Barner, 2017; 

DiDomizio, 2018; Luckie, 2015; Owens, 2015), and used it as an indicator of both ethical and 

economic corner-cutting. 
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Undergirding much of this criticism, both of clickbait and of aggregation more generally, 

is journalists’ argument that these practices, which may produce short-term gains in web traffic, 

are ineffective in the long run as audiences tire of them. That is, aggregating news underneath 

sensational headlines is a sure way to erode credibility and lose readers long-term as they view 

your content as uninformative, low-quality commodity news. This argument is often made 

explicitly, even by those who have practiced this type of journalism, as they insist that their work 

is of a higher form (Klinger & McBride, 2016; Luckie, 2015; Owens, 2015; Smith, 2014). But 

this argument has been made without consulting the audiences themselves — in fact, audiences’ 

perceptions regarding aggregation and ‘clickbait’ content have received little empirical testing. 

This study aims to fill that gap by examining whether audiences observe the same distinctions in 

quality and credibility that journalists allege exist between aggregated and traditional 

newswriting, and if perceptions of clickbait headlines lead to lower credibility for news articles, 

especially in combination with aggregation. Aggregation has primarily been studied as a form of 

news production, with research illuminating its practitioners’ attitudes toward it (Anderson, 

2013a, 2013b; Boyer, 2013; Coddington, 2018; Vobič & Milojević, 2014). But scholars have 

done little to examine aggregation from the audience’s perspective. This study brings in that 

perspective through an experiment testing readers’ perceptions of credibility and quality 

regarding aggregated and originally reported news, as well as ‘clickbait’-style headlines.  

Literature review 

News Aggregation 

Aggregated news encompasses a wide variety of news forms, from email newsletters on 

niche subjects, to articles summarizing the buzz around the latest viral video, to mobile news 

apps that pull in feeds from numerous sources. Following Coddington (2018), we define 
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aggregation as journalists’ work of taking information from published sources, reshaping it, and 

republishing it, often in an abbreviated form, within a single place. This definition could 

potentially include aggregators outside of the news media, but we are focused here on news 

aggregation — aggregation that deals with forming news accounts based at least in part on 

sources published elsewhere, and specifically the variety that aggregates information within the 

production of a single article, rather than aggregating many articles within a service, such as in 

Google News or Apple News. 

As it’s practiced in today’s news organizations, aggregation often involves monitoring 

numerous streams of online information, then filtering, combining, repackaging, and 

recontextualizing it (Anderson, 2013a, 2013b; Boyer, 2013; Coddington, 2018). The end result 

often consists of short bites of information punctuated with links and embedded media such as 

videos and social media posts connecting the aggregated information with its published sources. 

Aggregation is hardly new in journalism — newspapers have been wantonly republishing each 

other’s material since at least the 18th century (Kielbowicz, 1982) — and aggregation often blurs 

with reporting, both in the work involved and the content produced. But aggregation is emerging 

as a distinctive and increasingly widespread form of online news production. As Boyer (2013) 

observes, “newsmaking today is as much about managing multiple fast-moving flows of 

information already in circulation as it is about locating and sharing ‘new’ news” (p. 2). 

Still, aggregation has often been viewed as a lesser form of journalism — less substantial, 

less valuable, and less reliable because of its greater distance from the evidence it uses 

(Coddington, 2018). Erik Neveu (2014) makes a particularly incisive version of this critique, 

arguing that today’s compacted journalism inevitably oversimplifies complex events and strips 

out both depth and narrative quality. Neveu’s distaste for aggregated news is echoed among 
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journalists. Journalistic rhetoric about aggregators throughout the last decade has been filled with 

language like “parasites” and “vampires” or “sleazy” (Arrington, 2010; Hagey, 2010). Because 

aggregation is derivative of other journalistic work, it treads close to journalism’s ethical 

boundaries as well. “Some folks have yet another word for aggregation and related activities on 

the Web,” wrote the prominent American editor Michael Kinsley. “They call it ‘plagiarism’” 

(2016). Aggregators have internalized these characterizations as well, referring to themselves as 

“copy-pasters,” “recyclers,” and “robots” who “pack news like sausages” (Vobič & Milojević, 

2014, p. 1032). 

To the extent that this discourse has taken place in public, one might expect it to have 

seeped into the public’s perception of aggregators as well. Initial indications support that idea. 

One recent poll found that only 38% of Americans had confidence that news aggregators were 

providing accurate and politically balanced news, lower than any other form of news it tested 

except for Internet-only news websites — many of which contain a fair amount of aggregation 

themselves (Gallup/Knight Foundation, 2018). And Choi and Kim (2017) found, paradoxically, 

that the more people used news aggregators, the less credible they found them — perhaps, the 

researchers concluded, because aggregators fed them repetitive news that wearied and frustrated 

them. This study aims to deepen these findings. Rather than measuring perception of 

aggregators’ reputation, we aim to measure perception of aggregated content itself, without 

regard to the professional baggage the term has accumulated. 

Clickbait and Headlines 

Headlines are not an inherent part of aggregation, but they have been taken on a 

particular connection to the culture and practice and aggregation through ‘clickbait’ — the term 

of derision that has emerged for attention-getting and often disappointing or somewhat deceiving 

online content. Both aggregation and clickbait are used (often in tandem) as means of collecting 
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clicks for material that may be of inferior quality. The tension of clickbait is rooted in headlines’ 

two occasionally conflicting core purposes: To communicate vital information about the article 

to which they are attached and to grab the reader’s attention (Andrew, 2007; Dor, 2003). Dor 

(2003) finds that journalists hold a tacit set of ideas about what makes an appropriate headline — 

short, clear, interesting, emphasizing new information and people with high news value, and 

connecting to prior events and assumptions. The result, researchers have found, are headlines 

that tend to exaggerate the tone of the attached article, especially negatively (Andrew, 2007; 

Ecker & Lewandowsky, 2014). 

As headlines have shifted from print to an online context, many of those characteristics 

have remained. But two in particular have shifted: Clear and unambiguous headlines are no 

longer valued as highly as they once were, and the sense that headlines’ first and most important 

payoff should be in reading the headline itself, rather than the accompanying article (Dor, 2003), 

has evaporated. In their place, economic incentives to draw as much traffic as possible have led 

journalists to focus on writing headlines whose primary goal is to maximize clicks, using 

techniques like A/B testing to ensure they do so (Hindman, 2015; Tandoc, 2014). One of the 

more effective tactics in attracting click-throughs have been headlines whose deliberate 

ambiguity tempt the reader to read the full article or whose brashness and undue certainty 

oversell the ambiguity of the actual news contained within, a practice commonly referred to as 

clickbait (Hamblin, 2014; Smith, 2014). In a study of online news about unverified claims, 

Silverman (2015) found that 13 percent of all articles contained this kind of misleading 

dissonance between headline and text, and a 2017 study found that use was high among 

mainstream media organizations, and especially in broadcast (Rony, Hassan, & Yousuf, 2017). 

In 2016, Facebook changed its News Feed algorithms to reduce the occurrence of these types of 
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‘clickbait’ headlines, which it defined as headlines that withhold information required to 

understand the story and create misleading expectations for the reader (Peysakhovich & Hendrix, 

2016). Clickbait headlines are often tied to news aggregation in practice — organizations such as 

BuzzFeed and Upworthy have relied heavily on pairing ambiguous or oversold headlines with 

their aggregated content — and in normative discussions. Recent research has found that 

professional norms chastising clickbait have emerged as a focal ethical point of consideration — 

if not a norm that is always followed — for many aggregators who work within the practice’s 

dominant model built around traffic and advertising (Author, forthcoming). 

Through its crest in popularity as a strategy in the 2010s, clickbait has been dogged by 

questions of its effectiveness. These headlines may entice clicks, the criticism goes, but they’re 

much worse at growing traffic through social sharing, and “they run the risk of fatiguing readers 

and eroding trust over time” (Klinger & McBride, 2016; see also Hindman, 2015; Smith, 2014). 

A 2016 study by Scacco and Muddiman provides some support for this idea, finding that 

question-based headlines produce more negative sentiments about the article to which they are 

attached, though “forward-reference” headlines such as “Why the American Economy is About 

to Boom Again,” which also withhold information to increase interest, had no effect. Both Curry 

and Stroud (2016) and Kuiken et al. (2017), however, find that headlines with the characteristics 

of clickbait increase clicks, though the sentiment toward the article is not measured. Clickbait 

headlines’ effectiveness in drawing clicks is rarely questioned; indeed, it is implied in the 

phenomenon’s name. But its effects on audience perception of the content it stands with are 

largely undetermined.1 

 
1 Muddiman and Scacco (2019) have found that overheated headlines designed to stoke outrage decrease readers’ 
intended engagement with a news source and the credibility of that source after reading a headline and article, 
though those headlines do not withhold information as the ones in these studies and our own do.  
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Journalistic Credibility 

While many consumers may not be fully aware of the reporting practices behind the 

news, research suggests that people form pointed opinions about the news they consume. 

Scholars have measured these opinions in terms of a message’s credibility or quality (Thorson, 

Vraga, & Ekdale, 2010), the credibility of the journalist that produced them (Hovland & Weiss, 

1951), or the credibility of the outlet or channel that carried them (Bucy, 2003; Johnson & Kaye, 

2000). Cues about whether to trust a source or a medium are sometimes external to the message 

itself, as in the case of a recognizable brand, but are often embedded within it. Thus much 

credibility research commonly interprets credibility to mean believability and associates it 

strongly with idealized norms of journalistic practice, especially objectivity, as evidenced in 

journalistic products (Metzger et al., 2003). Credibility is a multidimensional concept and is 

frequently operationalized using measures of trustworthiness, accuracy, fairness, balance, 

absence of opinion, completeness, authenticity and believability (Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; 

Johnson & Kaye, 1998; Kiousis, 2001; Kohring & Matthes, 2007; Appleman & Sundar, 2016). 

While research subjects may be asked to evaluate a source’s accuracy, believability, etc., most 

have not ever met these sources, and their interactions with them are limited to the news 

messages they produce. Asking these questions about a medium draws not only from a particular 

message they consumed but from all relevant experience with that medium (explaining the 

important role of reliance in Johnson and Kaye’s studies). Because of the important role that 

messages play in developing perceptions of credibility, credibility’s importance is in its practical 

interest to journalists (Thorson et al., 2010). Audiences are assumed to develop trust (in sources 

and media) by consuming their messages, which trust would then lead them to have loyalty and 

consume more messages from that source or in that channel. Journalists therefore are cautioned 
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to craft messages that audiences will find credible, because credibility is the “currency of the 

realm” (Willis, 2009). 

Attributes of the source, familiarity of the medium and features of the message itself have 

been shown to affect perceptions of credibility. Researchers have found that credibility is 

influenced by how much a person uses or relies on that particular medium (Johnson & Kaye, 

2002, 2003). Structural attributes, including a balanced story presentation (Fico, Richardson, & 

Edwards, 2004) and sophisticated site design (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007) are also associated 

with perceived credibility. In addition, the technical quality of a message is positively associated 

with its perceived credibility (Cummins & Chambers, 2011). Together, these findings suggest 

that while messages may vary along several dimensions, it is both the qualities of the message 

itself and the user’s own experience with similar messages and sources that determine 

perceptions of credibility. This study manipulates message structure (aggregated vs. traditional 

reporting, clickbait vs. traditional headline) as the experimental condition and controls for 

characteristics of the user, including demographics, news consumption and news literacy. 

Journalistic Quality 

Journalism quality is, not surprisingly, often invoked by both journalists and audiences as 

a primary consideration in determining what kind of news to create and consume. But it remains 

a nebulous term in the public imagination and, to some degree, in communication research. For 

researchers, quality has overlapped heavily with credibility. In Sundar’s (1999) foundational 

study of audience perception of news, credibility and quality are two of the four major criteria 

for positive perception, along with liking, quality, and representativeness. Many of that study’s 

dimensions of credibility and quality are shared by studies measuring both message credibility 

(Chung, Kim, & Kim, 2010; Newhagen & Nass, 1989) as well as quality (Clerwall, 2014; 

Graefe, Haim, Haarmann, & Brosius, 2018). 
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Some of this ambiguity is inherent in the term. Quality is a particularly subjective 

characteristic; without a universally accepted normative base for journalistic quality, each 

individual’s definition is heavily dependent on her distinct perspective. Urban and Schweiger 

(2014) identify six general dimensions that researchers have classified as normative criteria for 

news quality — diversity, relevance, accuracy, comprehensibility, impartiality, and ethics — and 

note that audiences’ expectations for news quality largely reflect those criteria (e.g., Neuberger, 

2014). But they also point out that when audiences are asked about what signals good 

journalism, many of their responses aren’t nearly as sophisticated as the detail of those criteria 

might imply. And they find that when those criteria are varied in news articles, audiences make 

only small changes in their overall assessments of the article’s quality. 

 This difficulty in recognizing and taking into account individual dimensions of news 

quality may be because people quickly scanning news articles use heuristic cues — such as 

media brands, uncivil comments beneath an article, or whether the article was written by a 

human — to assess quality in lieu of a full examination of the article’s characteristics (Graefe et 

al., 2018; Prochazka, Weber, & Schweiger, 2018; Urban & Schweiger, 2014). Still, other 

substantive characteristics of news content, such as whether an article is edited or unedited 

(Vultee, 2016), and whether an article was recommended by editors, other readers, or a computer 

(Sundar & Nass, 2001), have also been found to have significant effects on perceptions of 

quality. Clerwall (2014) and Graefe et al. (2016) both found that audiences saw few quality 

differences between automated and human-produced news articles, though they did tend to see 

the automated articles as more credible but drier. Within human production, the effect of the 

origin of the content produced — that is, originally reported versus aggregated secondhand — on 

perceived news quality has yet to be tested. 
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 Existing research, then, has suggested that both aggregation and ambiguous clickbait 

headlines might be perceived as less credible and lower-quality by readers, but this suggestion 

requires explicit testing. Aggregation has long been perceived as lower-quality by journalists 

and, to a degree, by aggregators themselves, but it remains untested whether audiences share 

these views. Likewise with clickbait headlines, though some initial research has indicated that 

audiences might react more negatively to some kinds of clickbait headlines (Muddiman & 

Scacco, 2019; Scacco & Muddiman, 2016). This study thus poses the following hypotheses in 

order to empirically test audience perceptions of news aggregation and clickbait: 

H1: Readers will rate aggregated news articles lower than original news articles in terms 

of (a) credibility and (b) quality. 

H2: Readers will rate news articles with clickbait headlines lower than news articles with 

traditional headlines in terms of (a) credibility and (b) quality. 

Methods 

These hypotheses are tested in two studies, both using experiments. The first experiment 

employed a 2 × 2 (reporting style × headline style) between-subjects factorial design, repeated 

with two versions of the stimuli. The second also used a 2 × 2 (reporting style × writing 

proficiency) between-subjects factorial design, varying these elements in one set of stimuli. 

Participants (N = 483 and N = 413) were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and invited to 

view the stimuli and fill out a questionnaire online. Methods and results from each study are 

presented separately.  

Study 1 – Aggregation and clickbait as independent variables 
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Participants 

Participants were recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for the main 

experiment and a manipulation check of the stimuli. MTurk is an online platform that allows 

requesters to recruit workers and pay them for their time. The platform is commonly used to 

collect high-quality data for experiments (Hauser & Schwarz, 2016; Paolacci & Chandler, 2014; 

Peer, Vosgerau, & Acquisti, 2014), which do not require representative samples (Shadish, Cook, 

& Campbell, 2002). Participation was limited to adults living in the United States and workers 

who were approved for at least 95% of the tasks they completed. Workers were not allowed to 

re-take the study, and gender quotas were imposed to ensure that the sample was 49% male, 51% 

female. The average age for experiment participants was 39, (N = 488), and they spent an 

average of 10 minutes completing the study (reading a story and completing a questionnaire). 

The data was collected between Oct. 19 and 24, 2016. 

Stimuli 

Stimuli were prepared using real news articles published online. The selection criteria 

were that an original story had to have been aggregated by other news sites; that is, a story was 

published and subsequently aggregated and linked to by other sites. After identifying several 

such stories in August and September 2016, two specific examples were selected. These two 

examples both had an original story that included original reporting and were published on the 

website of a newspaper. Following this, they were both aggregated by several sources. The 

aggregated version used in this experiment represents aggregation done by a journalist at the 

organization where the aggregated story was published, rather than a newswire version of the 

story. In one case, the aggregation was considered to be high quality, and the other case was 

considered to be low-quality aggregation. In all cases, the story’s publisher was hidden from 

participants, as publication source could be a potential confound. Only the body text was used. 
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Story A was about a boy, age 12, who enrolled at Cornell University as a freshman. An 

original version of the story was published in The Washington Post on August 15, 2016.2 The 

reporter interviewed the parents, collected family photos, and spoke to sources at Cornell. The 

aggregated version of the story was published in U.S. News & World Report on August 19, 2016. 

This story does not use any original sources, but links to and quotes from the Washington Post 

story and a post on Texas Tech University’s site (where the boy had enrolled in an independent 

study high school program)3. This aggregation was considered to be high quality because it 

pulled from multiple sources, followed traditional journalistic conventions (like the inverted 

pyramid and objectivity) and was generally well-written. The original version of the story was 

considerably longer than the aggregated version and thus had to be edited so that the content of 

the two stories was roughly equivalent. 

Story B was about a Rhode Island man who used a potato gun to shoot corncobs at his 

neighbor’s house following a dispute. The original version was published September 1, 2016, by 

The Westerly Sun, based in Pawcatuck, Connecticut. The reporter used court documents 

(apparently the arrest affidavit filed by police) and spoke with the police chief. The aggregated 

version of the story was published September 2, 2016, on Breitbart.com, a politically 

conservative news and opinion website. The story links to and quotes heavily from the Westerly 

Sun story with minimal efforts at rewriting or retelling the story. In fact, all sentences but one in 

the Breitbart story include partial quotes from the Westerly Sun story. This was considered to be 

low-quality aggregation. Neither version of the story had to be edited because they were nearly 

the same except for the abundant quotation marks and the link in the Breitbart story. 

 
2 See the appendix for links to these stories as they were originally published. 
3 To preserve the look of the aggregated article and give readers contextual clues to its aggregated-ness, the 
stimuli included hyperlinks in all the same places as the aggregated articles. These links did not point anywhere, 
however, preventing participants from leaving the experimental setting by clicking a link in the stimulus. 
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New headlines were written for each story in a traditional style and to emulate clickbait. 

For Story A, the Cornell story, the traditional headline was “Cornell welcomes 12-year-old 

freshman”; the clickbait headline was “This new freshman at Cornell is how young?” For Story 

B, the potato gun story, the traditional headline was “Police: Westerly man shot corncobs at 

neighbor’s house,” the same as originally published by the Sun; the clickbait headline was “You 

won’t believe what this man shot at his neighbor’s house.”  

Manipulation check 

This study focuses on whether audiences notice and react to a distinction that 

professional journalists readily make: proximity to sources, defined in this experiment as either 

original reporting or aggregation. Because this difference may be subtle to many news 

consumers, a manipulation check was conducted involving 80 individuals from the target 

population (U.S. adults). The stories selected as stimuli are by definition “original” or 

“aggregated,” but the purpose of this manipulation check is to determine whether readers can 

notice this difference when prompted to look for it. Respondents were asked, for each pair of 

stories, which story contained more original reporting (“The reporter who wrote the story 

gathered the information him- or herself”) and which contained more aggregated news (“The 

reporter republished facts first published by other news organizations”). A significant majority of 

respondents said the original story had more original reporting (Story A: χ2 (1) = 12.5, p < .001; 

Story B: χ2 (1) = 5.1, p < .05). A majority of respondents said the aggregated stories had more 

aggregated news, but the difference was not statistically significant. These questions tested two 

sides of the same coin — which story was aggregated and which story was original. In each case, 

the audience recognized that the aggregated news story was not original, but did not necessarily 

perceive it as aggregated. This result may be expected given the blurriness of the boundary 
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between aggregation and reporting and the fact that the discourse surrounding this distinction 

occurs mostly in professional circles. 

To test the effectiveness of the researcher-created headlines, respondents were asked 

which headline best fit the definition, “The headline was written primarily to entice you to click 

on it rather than to convey information.” Significantly more respondents chose the headline 

written to be clickbait (Story A: χ2 (1) = 6.2, p < .05; Story B: χ2 (1) = 3.8, p = .05). Finally, 

significant majorities of respondents said the stories in each pair were about the same length and 

contained about the same information. 

Procedure 

Following recruitment on MTurk, participants were taken to a questionnaire created using 

the online survey software Qualtrics. After viewing informed consent documentation, 

participants were instructed to read a news story. Participants were randomly assigned to one of 

the four conditions: (1) the original story with a traditional headline, (2) the original story with a 

clickbait headline, (3) the aggregated story with a traditional headline, or (4) the aggregated story 

with a clickbait headline. (These are numbered roughly in order of expected journalistic quality, 

valuing original sources over secondary ones and informational headlines over gimmicks.) After 

viewing the assigned version of Story A, participants were asked to rate it on two dimensions: 

credibility and quality. The process was repeated for Story B. Finally, respondents answered 

demographic questions and questions about their news consumption and news literacy. 

Measures 

The independent variables in this study were reporting style (original sources vs. 

aggregation) and headline style (traditional vs. clickbait). The study then measured credibility 

and quality as dependent variables. These dependent variables were measured twice, once for 
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each story. Demographics, online news consumption and news literacy were measured as control 

variables. 

Credibility. Participants were asked to rate their agreement with the following statements 

about the article on a five-point scale: “can be trusted,” “is fair,” “is informative,” “is accurate,” 

“tells the whole story,” “is biased,” and “is opinionated.” The last two items were reverse coded. 

These items were adapted from the Gaziano & McGrath (1986) scale, as also used in other works 

(see Bucy, 2003; Johnson & Kaye, 2000). Responses were summed and divided by the number 

of items in the scale to produce an index of story credibility ranging from 1 to 5 (Story A: M = 

3.96, SD = .63, α = .83; Story B: M = 3.59, SD = .67, α = .83; all credibility items together: α = 

.87). 

Quality. Participants were asked to rate their agreement with the following statements 

about the article on a five-point scale: “considers different opinions,” “reports relevant facts,” “is 

complete,” “is objective,” “does not contain errors or contradictions,” “is understandable,” “does 

not insult or discriminate.” These items were adapted from Prochazka and colleagues (2018). 

Responses were summed and divided by the number of items in the scale to produce an index of 

story quality ranging from 1 to 5 (Story A: M = 3.93, SD = .49, α = .67; Story B: M = 3.62, SD = 

.60, α = .73; all quality items together: α = .77). 

Online news consumption. Because of this study’s presentation online and its focus on 

differences in online news presentation, online news consumption was used as a control variable. 

Respondents were asked how often, on a five-point scale, they get news from the following 

sources: Online news sites, and news aggregators (Google News, Flipboard, Apple News). 

Respondents were also asked how often they get news on the following platforms: smartphone 

app or browser, tablet app or browser, and computer web browser. Responses were summed and 
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divided by the number of items to produce a scale of online news consumption ranging from 1 to 

5 (M = 2.47, SD = .82, α = .70). 

News literacy. Though news literacy might be operationalized in many different ways, 

this study developed new items that measured a participant’s facility with and interest in 

identifying sources behind the news. This is because the primary difference between aggregated 

news and original reporting, the main independent variable in this study, is a difference in 

sourcing. Accordingly, participants were asked to rate their agreement with the following 

statements on a five-point scale: “I pay attention to who produced a news story before I read, 

watch or listen,” “I won’t read a news story if it comes from a source I don’t recognize,” “News 

stories are usually the same no matter where they come from,” “Who reports the news is as 

important to me as what the news is.” The third item was reverse coded. Responses were 

summed and divided by the number of items in the scale to produce an index of story credibility 

ranging from 1 to 5 (M = 3.66, SD = .94, α = .72). 

Results 

H1 proposed that readers will rate aggregated news articles lower than original news 

articles in terms of (a) credibility and (b) quality. One-way ANOVA tests controlling for 

headline condition found significant differences in credibility and quality ratings as a main effect 

of whether participants saw the original or aggregated versions of stories (see Table 1). For Story 

A, the aggregated version of the story had significantly higher credibility (F(1, 483) = 5.79, p < 

.05) and significantly higher quality (F(1, 483) = 4.94, p < .05) than the original. For Story B, the 

aggregated version of the story had significantly lower credibility (F(1, 483) = 8.60, p < .01) and 

quality (F(1, 483) = 12.14, p < .001) than the original.  
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H2 proposed that readers will rate news articles with clickbait headlines lower than news 

articles with traditional headlines in terms of (a) credibility and (b) quality. One-way ANOVA 

tests controlling for reporting style found significant differences as a main effect of whether 

participants saw a clickbait headline or a traditional one. For Story A, the version that appeared 

with a clickbait headline had significantly less quality (F(1, 483) = 6.405, p < .05), but there was 

no significant difference in credibility based on the clickbait headline (see Table 1). For Story B, 

the version that appeared with a clickbait headline was rated lower in terms of quality, but this 

difference only approached significance (F(1, 483) = 2.83, p < .10).  

Interaction effects show a mixed picture. Journalistic theory would predict that the best 

case scenario (original reporting with a traditional headline) would have greater perceived 

quality and credibility than the worst case scenario (aggregated story with a clickbait headline) 

but the results do not show a clear pattern. That is, while perceptions of credibility and quality 

varied among the four conditions, they did not do so consistently, suggesting that these variations 

are based on something other than aggregation and clickbait.  

Study 2 – Aggregation and writing proficiency as independent variables 
 

The results of Study 1 suggest that aggregation itself was not a key differentiator for story 

credibility and quality. Instead, it appeared that evaluations of credibility and quality were more 

dependent on the writing proficiency of the story itself. In order to explicitly control for this 

possibility, a second experiment was designed to vary writing proficiency as well as reporting 

style (aggregated or original reporting). Choosing real news stories as stimuli benefits external 

validity, but the goal of this second study was to control the content of the stimuli to benefit 

internal validity. Study 2 followed the same procedures and recruited participants in the same 

way as Study 1, and it also employed the same measures. The only difference in the two 
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experiments was the stimuli, which in Study 2 were created by the researchers using an article 

originally published on Forbes.com about a breakthrough in semiconductor technology. Again, 

the publication source was not shown to participants. Data for Study 2 was collected between 

May 15 and 17, 2018. 

Stimuli 

The Forbes.com article used to create stimuli for this experiment was selected because of 

its relative obscurity in terms of subject matter, minimizing the chance that participants’ existing 

knowledge of the story could act as a confound. Additionally, the story was written in a 

traditional journalistic style using original sources. This original version of the story, with 

minimal edits for length, was used as the original, clean version of the stimulus. Using this as a 

baseline, the researchers varied reporting style by changing all original sources to refer to other, 

previously published sources (“according to Forbes,” “Forbes reported that,” “IBM wrote in a 

blog that,” and so on). Writing proficiency was varied by introducing errors into the copy (such 

as awkward syntax, long quotes, changing the order of the story, and using technical terms 

without any explanation). This was meant to simulate the sometimes haphazard nature of news 

aggregation on the internet. A manipulation check showed that the manipulated versions of the 

story included significantly less original reporting, significantly more aggregation, and were not 

as well-written as the original, while including about the same information. Participants were 

randomly assigned to view one of the four versions of the stimuli and answered the same battery 

of questions about credibility and quality, along with the same controls as in Study 1. 

Results 

 Results of one-way ANOVA tests found significant differences only for the poorly 

written version of the story, and none for the aggregated version of the story (See Table 2). The 

aggregated version of the story was judged to be about as credible and have about the same 
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quality as the original. The poorly written version, on the other hand, was rated significantly 

lower in terms of credibility (F(1, 413) = 14.25, p < .001) and quality (F(1, 413) = 26.50, p < 

.001). 

Discussion 

As journalists have adopted practices of online news aggregation and clickbait as traffic-

boosting strategies, one of the concerns within the profession has been that these forms of news 

are of lower quality than traditional reporting and therefore damage journalism’s credibility. 

While this normative claim has been leveled at both aggregation and clickbait, often in tandem, 

this study found that audience perceptions of each practice vary. 

Results from this experiment suggest that audiences aren’t put off by the aggregation 

itself, and indeed, may not even notice it. In Study 1, aggregation produced inconsistent effects 

on quality and credibility, and in Study 2, which controlled content even more closely, 

aggregation’s effects were non-significant. These results suggest that aggregation may not be 

perceived as negatively as many journalists fear — when done well, it may even be regarded 

more highly than original reporting. The key for journalists, then, as aggregation practices 

develop and become more widespread, will be to identify and adopt best practices such as adding 

contextual information and valuing creative writing and presentation, enabling them to publish 

work the public appreciates. Many of these norms are long established in the case of traditional 

news reporting, though the speed at which aggregation is produced and its professional 

marginality may have slowed their adoption among aggregators. Nonetheless, it appears that 

some of these norms carry substantial importance in audiences’ perceptions of aggregated news 

reports as well as originally reported ones.  
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The divergence in significant results in Study 1 is presumably because of differences in 

writing proficiency among the articles used as stimuli. The aggregated version of Story A, about 

the young student at Cornell, is engaging and follows journalistic conventions of brevity, 

simplicity and a conversational tone. In short, it “reads well,” as editors are fond of saying.4 The 

aggregated version of Story B, on the other hand, links to one original report and quotes liberally 

from it in almost every sentence, essentially cutting up and stitching together the original without 

much care for readability. The story represents the type of shoddy, quick-hit work that concerns 

professional journalists and industry observers; it relies heavily on a single source of others’ 

work while adding little context or value of its own (Buttry, 2012; Martin, 2014). Thus it appears 

that other elements of production beyond the fact of aggregation (for instance, how well the story 

was written), account for the observed differences in measures of quality and credibility. 

Consequently, Study 2 was designed to control for writing proficiency, and in this case, 

aggregation had no measurable effect on credibility or quality. What instead led to significantly 

lower ratings of quality and credibility was lowering the writing proficiency of the story. 

This study’s second hypothesis focused on clickbait, defined here as the practice of 

writing headlines that withhold information or oversell the story in order to entice readers to 

click through. Again, while metajournalistic discourse derides clickbait headlines as damaging to 

the news product they announce, readers’ attitudes may be more muted. Stories with clickbait 

headlines in this study were consistently judged to be of lower quality and lower credibility, but 

these differences were significant in only one case (the clickbait version of Story A had 

significantly lower credibility than the original; see Table 1). This suggests that the effect of 

 
4 To put it more quantitatively, the original story has longer sentences (19.4 words per sentence compared with 16.2 

in the aggregated version), longer paragraphs (37.1 words per paragraph compared with 26.9) and uses slightly 

longer words, on average (4.69 letters per word compared with 4.65). The original version is longer overall, 

containing 408 words compared with the aggregated version’s 323. 
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clickbait headlines on story credibility and quality is negative but rather small — small enough 

that this study did not have enough statistical power to detect it at a level of significance. Scacco 

and Muddiman’s (2016) findings were also marginally negative, but a follow-up study 

(Muddiman & Scacco, 2019) has found more negative and less ambiguous reactions to 

overblown headlines. While the differences observed here may be small in isolation, it’s possible 

that negative perceptions could develop over time. For instance, an organization that develops a 

reputation of writing clickbait headlines may come to be judged as less credible than one that 

employs the practice sparingly.5 The results presented here suggest caution in the use of clickbait 

headlines. 

This study made use of actual news articles, a research design choice that was made with 

awareness of the benefits and drawbacks inherent in it. Because the stimuli were published news 

articles, Study 1 represents a case of high external validity, something experiments often lack. 

On the other hand, the nature of aggregated news required that the stories be circulated widely, 

increasing the chance that study participants had previously encountered the stories on their own. 

This possibility likely had little effect on the results, however, as the participants were randomly 

assigned and asked to rate the particular story they were shown. The questionnaire did not ask 

about content recall or familiarity. Finally, experiments such as these are not intended to produce 

generalizable results but to establish connections between a stimulus and a response. Thus the 

findings may not apply in every journalistic context. 

Overall, these findings temper the anxiety journalists and media observers have expressed 

over news aggregation as an element of professional journalism practice. While audiences may 

consider the origin of news sources as a factor in determining a news story’s credibility or 

 
5 This was the case with Upworthy, which became so synonymous with clickbait headlines that its co-founder 

apologized for “unleash[ing] a monster” as the company pivoted toward originally produced videos (Bilton, 2016). 
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quality, they appear to give significant weight to other elements of story production as well. 

Clickbait headlines, on the other hand, appear to have broadly negative impact on audience 

perceptions, though the effects are small. Journalists are right to be concerned, then, about giving 

audiences the best quality product, but it appears that even aggregated stories, if done well, can 

be well-received.  
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Appendix A: Stimuli Source Material 

Note: Text from the links below was used to create stimuli for these studies. Only the text 

was used and was presented without any indications of where it was originally published.  

 

Study 1 

Story A – Original 

Available at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2016/08/15/a-12-

year-old-is-off-to-the-ivy-league-its-a-challenge-to-keep-him-challenged-his-dad-says/ 

 

Story A – Aggregated 

Available at: http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2016-08-19/meet-

jeremy-shuler-12-year-old-cornell-freshman 

 

Story B – Original 

Available at: https://www.thewesterlysun.com/news/police-westerly-man-shot-corncobs-

at-neighbor-s-house/article_deef0724-791c-5731-b124-22fc74fc4b6c.html 

 

Story B – Aggregated 

Available at: http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/09/02/man-arrested-

shooting-corn-cobs-neighbors-house-homemade-gun/ 

 

  

Study 2 

Original story 

Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/aarontilley/2017/06/05/ibm-5nm-chips/  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2016/08/15/a-12-year-old-is-off-to-the-ivy-league-its-a-challenge-to-keep-him-challenged-his-dad-says/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2016/08/15/a-12-year-old-is-off-to-the-ivy-league-its-a-challenge-to-keep-him-challenged-his-dad-says/
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2016-08-19/meet-jeremy-shuler-12-year-old-cornell-freshman
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2016-08-19/meet-jeremy-shuler-12-year-old-cornell-freshman
https://www.thewesterlysun.com/news/police-westerly-man-shot-corncobs-at-neighbor-s-house/article_deef0724-791c-5731-b124-22fc74fc4b6c.html
https://www.thewesterlysun.com/news/police-westerly-man-shot-corncobs-at-neighbor-s-house/article_deef0724-791c-5731-b124-22fc74fc4b6c.html
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/09/02/man-arrested-shooting-corn-cobs-neighbors-house-homemade-gun/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/09/02/man-arrested-shooting-corn-cobs-neighbors-house-homemade-gun/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/aarontilley/2017/06/05/ibm-5nm-chips/
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Table 1. One-Way ANOVAs comparing ratings of credibility and quality in Study 1. 

  Credibility Quality 

 

N 

Difference in mean 

score (vs. original) 

Difference in mean 

score (vs. original) 

Story A    

Aggregated 236 .138* .098* 

Clickbait 236 -.063 -.111* 

Story B    

Aggregated 241 -.180** -.187*** 

Clickbait 246 -.050 -.090† 

Note: Total N = 483. Models included age, income, education, online news consumption, and 

news literacy as control variables. † p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
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Table 2. One-Way ANOVAs comparing ratings of credibility and quality in Study 2. 

  Credibility Quality 

 

N 

Difference in mean 

score (vs. original) 

Difference in mean 

score (vs. original) 

Story C    

Aggregated 211 -.019 .035 

Messy 210 -.246*** -.268*** 

Note: Total N = 413. Models included age, income, education, online news consumption, and 

news literacy as control variables. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 

 

 


